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On the Quantiﬁcation of the Mental Image of
Visual Concepts for Multi-modal Applications
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Abstract: The semantic gap is the lack of coincidence between the information one can extract from data
and its interpretation. It is an yet solved issue for multimedia applications like image captioning, where it is
often challenging to select the best ﬁtting wording out of a group of candidates. To create a measurement for
the perceived diﬀerences between words, this doctoral research proposes the idea of analyzing crawled image
data to gain a better semantic understanding of language and vision. Abstract words have a broad mental
image due to them being less visually deﬁned, while concrete words with a rather narrow visual feature space
are visually easier to grasp. The core goal of this research is to approximate this perceived abstractness
of those words as a metric. The thesis proposes two methods, looking at both relative and absolute measurements. For the relative method, a data-driven approach is proposed, while the absolute measurements
train a machine-learned model on existing data from Psycholinguistics. Each method is evaluated using
crowd-sourced data and compared to related approaches. With this, the thesis presents methods to analyze
the mental image of words from diﬀerent angles, targeting a way to quantify the semantic gap between vision
and language.
Keywords: Multimedia Modeling, Language and Vision, Computational Psycholinguistics, Visual Concept
Semantics

1.

Introduction

With the rise of multimedia applications including various
modalities like text, images, and videos, the need for a better understanding of the semantic relationship between language and vision becomes more and more prominent. While
the relationship between language and vision is part of various research, the perception for humans is often only of secondary consideration. For vision applications, the detection
of concrete objects is a heavily researched ﬁeld, but processing abstract ideas or concepts still easily causes issues,
producing unnatural or unexpected results. A transfer of abstract ideas through modalities, e.g. from text to image, is
an even harder problem, usually requiring extra information,
and also knowledge on human expectation. A clearer modeling of how humans perceive language can improve word
choice problems in various multimedia applications.
Through this doctoral research[30], the semantic gap between diﬀerent concepts and words regarding human perception was studied. The central idea is to quantify the mental
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image of concepts, in order to ﬁnd a measurable metric of the
degree of the semantic gap between diﬀerent concepts. The
mental image in this context is considered as “the creation
or re-creation of an experience generated from memorial information” [41]. Regarding a concept or word, the goal is to
analyze whether its mental image is clear, e.g. it creates a
rather concrete image and thus is easy to depict, or its mental image is vague, meaning that is is rather abstract, can
mean various things, or is not clearly visually deﬁned. For
each input word, the methods’ goal would be to estimate a
value quantifying this idea on a scale. This overall goal is
illustrated in Fig. 1.
The research is based on the core assumption that the
average mental image regarding words across society is reﬂected in the images available through the Web and Social
Media. As such, if we can gather a suﬃcient number of images related to a word or concept, the visual feature space
will converge towards the average mental image of the said
word or concept. Following, an exhaustive analysis of such
images available through the Web and Social Media would
yield meaningful information for estimating a metric predicting the mental image of a concept. This core assumption
is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The doctoral thesis proposes two methods looking at this
quantiﬁcation from two angles: First, a relative measurement looking at granular diﬀerences of related concepts,
and second, an absolute measurement looking at the gen-
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Fig. 1: Goal of this doctoral research. Input concepts or
words are quantiﬁed regarding their human perception. As
a source of information, images from Web and Social media
are analyzed. Results are relative and/or absolute measurements describing the common mental image of the input
word.

peaceful

...

Fig. 2: Core assumption of this research. When asking a
group of people about a word or concept, e.g., peaceful, the
collective mental image across the mass of people would approximately converge to the images found when crawling the
Web for the same word or concept.
eral trend across arbitrary concepts.
In the ﬁrst work [28], the goal is the relative measurement
of visual variety. The feature variety of images for concepts
and their sub-concepts are compared to ﬁnd granular diﬀerences regarding related concepts. In this way, it was possible to compare the visual gap between, e.g., sports car
and car versus that between car and vehicle. The method
chooses a data-driven approach, as the corpus of images for
each concept has a strong inﬂuence on such comparisons.
By reconﬁguring super-ordinate concept datasets from their
sub-ordinate concepts with a ratio that presumably reﬂects
the occurrence of the subordinate concepts in real life, a
dataset with less bias is created. As a ratio for the reconﬁguration, various Web-based metrics were tested. For the
experiments, a ground truth was obtained through a crowdsourced survey. The results showed that the visual variety
estimation of less biased datasets resulted in a signiﬁcant
improvement of results.
In the second work [29], the goal is the absolute measurement of visual variety. Here, data-mining is applied on
noisy Web-crawled images to estimate the imageability of a
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word. Imageability [49], a concept from Psycholinguistics,
is a Likert-scale based metric quantifying words from lowimageability (e.g., peace) to high-imageability (e.g., car ).
In essence, the core idea was the observation that highimageability words would commonly result datasets composed of very similar images, while usually less visually deﬁned low-imageability words have a much higher variety.
Using a variety of low- and high-level visual features and
cross-similarity of related images, a model is trained to estimate an imageability score from a set of images related to
a word. The method is compared to existing methods using
textual data mining, ﬁnding that either modality excels in
diﬀerent areas.
In summary, this doctoral research targeted the semantic gap between language and vision from a less researched
point of view. Incorporating ideas from Psycholinguistics,
this research builds the foundation to bridge visual concept
semantics with human perception. Looking at both relative and absolute measurements of the goal of mental image
quantiﬁcation, the research has the potential to be used for
various applications.
Section 2 brieﬂy overviews existing research related to
the doctoral thesis. As the ﬁrst proposed method, Sec. 3
discusses the relative visual variety measurements for concepts in a narrow domain. This is done using a data-driven
approach comparing the clusters of visual features across
diﬀerent datasets. As the second proposed method, Sec. 4
discusses the absolute visual variety measurements for arbitrary concepts. In this approach, existing datasets are
trained with ground-truth obtained from Psycholinguistics
research to train a machine-learning model to estimate absolute visual variety scores. Before concluding in Sec. 6,
Sec. 5 will discuss the diﬀerences of both approaches both
in regarding their interpretation as well as in which applications they can be beneﬁcial.

2.

Related Work

There is various existing research related to the semantic
gap and multi-modal applications which become relevant for
this doctoral research. Furthermore, when looking at language and vision in terms of perception, there is some related
research worth pointing out in the ﬁeld of Psycholinguistics
and Psychology.
2.1 Semantic gap
The semantic gap in content-based image retrieval received most attention through the work by Smeulders et
al. [60], got furthermore reﬁned in its meaning for applications and future challenges through Nack et al. [42] and
Dorai and Venkatesh [17]. Discussing the deﬁnitions of the
semantic gap and sensory gap, this survey paper discussed
a variety of usage patterns of image retrieval.
Over time, there has been much research in narrowing
or bridging the semantic gap for image retrieval and recommendation system purposes. As such, there has been related research on improving Web document retrieval [51][74],
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content-based recommendation systems [6], and relatedness
of recommendations in general [3][24][70].
2.2 Human perception and Psycholinguistics
Perception can be deﬁned as “experience where the content reﬂects and is caused by an aﬀerent physical stimulus”.
In contrast, cognition is deﬁned as “the mental action or
process of acquiring knowledge and understanding through
thought, experience, and the senses” [48]. Both concepts are
linked [4] and can also inﬂuence how we see things [62] as
they share neural structures [15].
Paivio et al. [49] ﬁrst proposed the concepts of imageability, concreteness, and meaningfulness as measurements for
human perception of natural language. These concepts were
further analyzed and reﬁned [54], also in context of their implications for use of language [8][38][61]. Imageability also
has a relationship to learning of language, and has been discussed for further use in research of dyslexia [26]. The relationship between imageability and text diﬃculty [57] and
word understanding [19] were part of research.
There are a number of imageability dictionaries for English [11][53] and various other languages [59][72]. However, as dictionaries are commonly created by hand through
user studies involving test subjects, the creation is laborintensive.
2.3 Multimodal modeling
In Multimedia research, the analysis of visual concepts
has been ground for multiple works. Some research has been
looking at the visual distance of two visual concepts [43][44].
In other work, adjectives [71] and adjective-noun pairs [35]
were compared based on entropy.
There are visual knowledge databases using unsupervised
crawling based on visual diﬀerences [16]. Furthermore, there
is also research in using deep networks to model crossdomain information between text and images [58][64][65].
In visual diversification [68], the idea is to increase the
number of visually distinct result images in image retrieval
methods.
There has been various approaches on automatically creating ontologies using visual features [23][31]. Other research uses ontologies to improve the results of single tags
by going up or down the hierarchy to select better ﬁtting
words [45].
In natural language processing, there is some research using psycholinguistic measurements. Using text-based datamining, there are methods to estimate imageability [37] and
concreteness [5]. Computational linguistics can also proﬁt
from these metrics as a complement to sentiment embeddings [32], for improving image-text correspondences [21],
and for improving machine translations [22].
There are various tasks in multimedia relevant to human
perception of language and vision [7][10].
2.4 Applications
There is some multimedia research that uses psycholin-
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guistic features as a supplementary source of information.
Following, it was used to ﬁnd comprehensible documents [63]
and predict sentence speciﬁcity [36]. In eﬀorts to use imageability to improve semantic relationships between image and
text, it was used for standard image captioning [46][47] as
well as slogans on posters [73] and Twitter *1 images with
text [69].
One interesting use-case could be Explainable AI
(XAI) [56]. In XAI, the goal is to gain a better understanding of the operation of black-boxed AI models. As research
on black-boxed models for object detection [20] shows, the
actually trained information is often very diﬀerent from
what a human expects a model to learn. Following, a better
language and vision understanding could beneﬁt from a
better understanding of trained models.
Another typical use-case for psycholinguistic features is
sentiment- or emotion-analysis. There is various research
on sentiment and emotion in multimedia applications [34],
spanning visualization, datasets [27], and recognition techniques [25]. For sentiment evaluation, there are datasets
such as LIWC [50] and Empath [18], which connect words
and language to motivation, thoughts, emotions, and other
sentiment-based numerical ratings. Sentiment and emotion
research analyzes the human gap of multiple modalities regarding human perception. As such, it has become the topic
of regular workshops aﬃliated with both Multimedia [55]
and Natural Language Processing conferences [1].

3.

Relative Visual Variety Diﬀerences
for Concepts in a Narrow Domain

In order to bridge the semantic gap between related words,
a logical ﬁrst step would be to quantify their gap. For related concepts, one could look at sub-ordinate relationships
between words like sports car, car, motor vehicle, and vehicle. All these concepts are logically related but also share
a close visual resemblance, as the images of more concrete
concepts (sports car) are sub-sets of the group of images for
more abstract concepts (vehicle). A concept like sports car
consists of just images of sports cars, while an image set of
vehicle will contain images of sports cars, but also images
of many other types of vehicles, like trucks or motorbikes.
The ﬁrst proposed method [28] analyzes such a relative
variety of visual features across images of concepts in a narrow domain. For each concept, a set of images is created,
visually describing this concept. As more concrete concepts
are visual subsets of more abstract ones, the method applies
a bottom-up approach to create image sets for more abstract
concepts. In order to adjust the ratio of images when creating more abstract image sets, a Web-based popularity metric
is used. This ensures that there are fewer images of less relevant concepts. In essence, the thought is that images of,
e.g., tanks would not contribute to the mental image of vehicles as much as images of cars would contribute. Following,
the popularity metric would result in a higher number of
*1

https://www.twitter.com/
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images of cars than of tanks when creating a dataset for vehicles. Lastly, the visual feature space of each image set is
analyzed to ﬁnd the number of visual clusters. As a result, a
more visually complex set of images would result in a higher
number, while a visually rather deﬁned set of images results
in a low number. This output is used as a visual variety
score in the evaluations, comparing the visual variety scores
of various concepts between diﬀerently created datasets to
a self-obtained ground-truth value.
3.1 Dataset reconﬁguration
Using WordNet [40] to obtain a hierarchy between words,
the nature of existing image datasets for diﬀerent words in
the same tree were compared. Existing datasets like ImageNet [14] are often example-based. For each concept, as
many example images describing this concept are collected
as possible. In the example of ImageNet, this was done along
the WordNet tree. Unfortunately, this results in rather unbalanced datasets, where some concepts have many related
images and others none. Furthermore, it inherits existing
biases coming from WordNet, which was not necessarily created with visual concepts in mind.
For this research, a well-composited dataset is needed to
analyze and compare feature spaces across related datasets
that become meaningful.
We proposed a data-driven
method, where the used image set for abstract concepts is
a reconﬁguration of its subordinate concept images. In a
bottom-up fashion, the images for car are composited of
images for Sports car, Coupe, and so on. To further inﬂuence the composition of images, a Web-based weighting
decides the ratio of composition. This idea is illustrated in
Fig. 3.
The dataset reconﬁguration starts with a hierarchy of
words extracted from WordNet. With this, each word has
a hypernym-hypoynym relationship, from which one can infer their relationship. In a bottom-up fashion, the approach
starts with all leaf nodes of the WordNet hierarchy. For
those concepts, images are crawled from ImageNet and other
Web sources like Search Engines [39]. For all non-leaf nodes,
images of its hyponym concepts are combined to new image
sets.
A core idea of the proposed method is the use of a Webbased weighting to decide the ratio of composition. For this,
a popularity metric is determined using Web-based sources.
The ratios of the popularity of concepts on the same level
of the hierarchy are used to determine the number of images for each concept when merging them to a hypernym
image set. For comparison, four diﬀerent popularity metrics
were tested: Using the Google Search API *2 , the number
of search results for each concept is used as its popularity. The results for Google Image Search (GIS) and Google
Text Search (GTS) were tested separately. Lastly, two word
frequency-based methods were also analyzed, using corpora
popular in computational linguistics such as Sketch Engine
*2

https://developers.google.com/custom-search/
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(a) Idea of dataset reconﬁguration.
N
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(b) Getting hyponym leaf nodes of concept N .
Popularity of N1.1 ∈ N :

w1

Popularity of N1.2 ∈ N :
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(c) Determine weighting using a popularity metric.
N ′ = w1 p(N1.1 ) + w2 p(N1.2 ) + w3 p(N2 )

(d) Recomposing the image corpus with p being
the function for image retrieval.

Fig. 3: Dataset reconﬁguration. Datasets for more abstract
terms are created by compositing images from its hyponyms.
A Web-based weighting decides the ratio of images during
the reconﬁguration process.
(SE) [33] and the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA) [13]. An example of the weightings for the
concepts truck and car is shown in Table 1.
The full process of dataset reconﬁguration is shown in
Fig. 4. Apart from the baseline dataset which is the original ImageNet image composition, three new datasets were
created for the experiments: First, in an equally weighted
approach, all hyponym concepts are equally merged (e.g., a
vehicle consists of the same amount of images of car and
tank ). Second and third, the Web popularity weighting obtained from Google Image Search and Google Text Search
decides the ratio of hyponym concepts (e.g., the number of
images of car and tank in vehicle is decided by the number
of search results of each.) An example of resulting datasets
is shown in Fig. 5.
In order for the visual feature spaces of datasets to be
comparable, it is preferable to analyze the same number of
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Table 1: Comparison of diﬀerent Web popularity measurements.

WordNet
For each
synset

(a) Weighting for the concept truck
Leaf node
moving van
delivery tr
pickup
trailer tr
fire engine
tractor
police van
milk float
transporter
lorry

GTS
22.8%
9.6%
14.7%
7.1%
11.4%
6.8%
9.8%
1.8%
2.6%
1.9%

GIS
27.4%
23.7%
10.9%
8.5%
6.8%
6.0%
4.2%
2.6%
2.1%
2.2%

SE
2.4%
1.8%
1.7%
2.5%
1.0%
12.8%
58.4%
0.3%
0.6%
7.8%

COCA
1.4%
0.9%
44.0%
5.8%
2.6%
26.8%
10.7%
0.0%
1.6%
1.0%

(b) Weighting for the concept car
Leaf node
sports car
racer
model t
coupe
used-car
jeep
beach wagon
compact
cab
hatchback
ambulance
minivan

GTS
32.5%
6.7%
24.0%
2.3%
11.0%
1.8%
2.2%
3.3%
1.9%
2.7%
1.4%
1.3%

GIS
27.4%
9.2%
8.8%
6.9%
6.7%
5.0%
4.8%
4.5%
3.9%
1.2%
0.6%
0.7%

SE
45.7%
0.3%
0.8%
3.5%
0.4%
1.3%
2.5%
0.4%
3.4%
11.4%
0.8%
8.5%

COCA
1.2%
2.3%
1.3%
3.6%
1.8%
6.4%
6.7%
11.0%
13.3%
1.1%
15.9%
4.8%

images for each concept. Thus, during the crawling and
composition steps, a random-sampling is done for concepts
with a larger amount of images.
3.2 Visual variety measurements
In order to calculate a relative visual variety score, the
visual feature space of each image set is analyzed and compared separately. Using all images available in the datasets
(e.g., all images of all concepts), a Bag-of-Visual-Words
(BoVW) model is trained using SURF descriptors [2][12].
Then, the visual feature space of a single concept is analyzed by extracting BoVW histograms of all its images.
Using mean-shift clustering [9], the visual feature space is
clustered for an open number of clusters decided by the algorithm. This is crucial, as in the core assumption a visually
deﬁned concept would yield in a very few number of clusters,
while a rather vague, hard-to-grasp concept would yield in a
very scattered feature space with many clusters. In the proposed method, the number of clusters in the visual feature
space is calculated separately for each concept. This number of clusters is used as the resulting visual variety score in
comparing related concepts.
For this approach to yield purposeful results, an existing
ideal dataset with a meaningful composition of images is
assumed, as discussed in the introduction of this section.
For the evaluations, the dataset reconﬁguration method explained above is used.
3.3 Experiments
The proposed method above was implemented and tested
using four datasets for a selection of 25 words related to ve-
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ImageNet
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of hyponyms
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Leaf corpus

Non-leaf
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Visual variety
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Fig. 4: Flowchart of the proposed data-driven method. For
each leaf-node in a WordNet hierarchy, images are crawled.
For each non-leaf node, a Web-based weighting of its hypoynym words is determined and then their subordinate concept images are merged to a new dataset for the hypernym
word.

Racer 5%

Sports car 5%

Coupe 5%

Equally
weighted
Comparative

Model T 5%
Used-car 5%

Jeep 5%

Sports car 27%

Racer 9%

Web
popularity
weighted
Proposed

Coupe 7%
Model T 9%

Jeep 5%
Used-car 7%

Fig. 5: Example of the reconﬁgured dataset. Each non-leaf
node word is composited using its hyponym images. A ratio decides the composition. For a comparative method, the
weighting for all merged concepts is set to be equal, while
the proposed method uses a weighting determined by a Webbased popularity metric.
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hicles. As a baseline method, ImageNet is used to analyze
the bias of the existing dataset, using 1,000 images for each
concept. For a comparative method, the ImageNet is also
reconﬁgured using equal weighting, meaning that for the
reconﬁguration step, each hyponym is weighted equally, as
shown in the upper part of Fig. 5. For the proposed method,
datasets using the GTS and GIS as Web-based popularity
metrics were tested. For the proposed methods, the reconﬁguration allowed for crawling of additional images, resulting
in 2,000 (GTS) and 2,430 (GIS) images being analyzed per
concept. For each dataset, the visual variety score of each
concept was calculated separately as outlined in the previous
section.
In order to obtain a ground-truth annotation for a qualitative evaluation, a crowd-sourced survey was conducted
on Social Media, including Facebook *3 , Twitter, and Reddit *4 . In this study, 158 participants were asked about the
variety of word pairs using Thurstone’s paired comparison
method [67]. After a comprehensive tutorial session, where
each user is introduced to the idea of visual variety and
taught how to approach each paired comparison in the main
survey, the survey itself is conducted. The interface of the
survey is shown in Fig. 6.
The results of all paired comparisons were used to obtain
a human-veriﬁed ground-truth ranking of the visual variety.
For the proposed method, the resulting number of clusters is
normalized to the interval of [0, 100] between all its related
terms, which yields a comparable ranking. For the evaluation, the ground-truth ranking is compared to the rankings
estimated by the proposed method for each dataset.
The results are shown in Table 2. While a plain ImageNet did not correlate to the ground-truth labels obtained
in the crowd-sourced survey, the dataset reconﬁguration
from the proposed method could improve results strongly.
Each newly composited dataset can yield a better performance than the plain ImageNet dataset. This shows that
ImageNet has an intrinsic bias when it comes to the composition of images across diﬀerent subordinate concepts. It
also showcases that a data-driven method can improve the
results of a rather naive method for semantic analyses with
only dataset changes. The equal weighting can already substantially improve both correlation and the mean squared
error (MSE). When applying the GIS weighting as a Webbased popularity weighting, the results can be furthermore
improved.
An example of the output is shown in Fig. 7, where the
normalized relative visual variety scores for a selection of
vehicles are illustrated.
3.4 Summary
In this research, a method to measure the relative visual
variety of terms using reconﬁgured datasets modiﬁed to reﬂect Web-based popularity ratios was proposed. Web data
is used to create and enhance an image set for each con*3
*4

https://www.facebook.com/
https://www.reddit.com/
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(a) Survey: Tutorial

(b) Survey: Main part

Fig. 6: Ground-truth annotations used for the evaluations
were obtained by conducting a crowd-sourced survey asking participants paired comparisons. Before taking part in
the survey, a comprehensive tutorial (a) explains the idea of
visual variety and what a participant is supposed to visualize in their mind when answering the survey. Then, the
interface shown in (b) is used for paired comparisons.
Table 2: Qualitative analysis of the proposed method. The
proposed method uses Google Text Search (GTS) and
Google Image Search (GIS) as popularity metrics for weighting.
Corpus
Plain ImageNet (Baseline)
Equal weighting (Comparative)
GTS weighting (Prop. 1)
GIS weighting (Prop. 2)

Concrete

Correlation
(1 = best)

MSE
(0 = best)

0.25
0.62
0.56
0.73

10.54
9.23
14.89
9.01

Abstract

Fig. 7: Example of the relative visual variety scores for a
selection of words related to vehicles. These results use the
Google Image Search (GIS) weighting in the dataset reconﬁguration step.
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cept based on its popularity in social media. The method
of counting the visual cluster calculates a distinct score for
every term, describing its visual variety. Using a crowdsourced survey, a ground-truth for this purpose has been
obtained. When comparing the proposed datasets with another, it shows that the correlation to ground truth highly
depends on the used reconﬁguration. Compared to the baseline corpus, the reconﬁguration using the proposed method
with a Google Image Search weighting improved the measurements by 192 percent, showing very promising results in
terms of understanding the relationship between vision and
language.

4.

Absolute Visual Variety Estimation
for Arbitrary Concepts

The human perception of words has been researched as
part of Psycholinguistics since the 1960s [49]. In this research, metrics called Imageability or Concreteness express
the ability for a human to (visually) imagine a word. These
concepts are commonly described on a Likert scale from
harder-to-imagine words like peaceful to easier-to-imagine
words like cat. A limited scale typically does not allow for
detailed comparisons like in relative measurements, but the
relationship between imageability and the previously discussed visual variety is indisputable. On a global dictionarylevel scale, its estimation comes with its problems. While it
is easy to compare the number of clusters between, e.g., vehicle and taxi, an evaluation of peace and cat has no evident
reference point for comparison.
The second proposed method discussed in this doctoral
research [29] targets an absolute estimation of visual variety for arbitrary concepts. As such, imageability as a metric closely ﬁts this goal. However, previous research commonly obtains ground-truth annotations for imageability using crowd-sourced surveys or user studies. A method that
estimates such labels has been researched using text datamining [37]. However, a visual approach using images has
not been part of research, despite the evident connection of
visual information in the form of images and the ability to
visually imagine something as a mental image. To ﬁx this
gap, the proposed method analyzes the cross-similarity of
Web-crawled images in order to train a model to estimate
imageability as a metric for absolute visual variety.
In contrast to the work looking at relative visual variety
estimation, this approach is mainly algorithm driven and
does not assume a sophisticatedly created ideal dataset.
This decision was initially out of convenience, as a datadriven method comes with its own bottlenecks through data
acquisition processes and the amount of available data. Note
that this second research method also targets an absolute
measurements for an arbitrary domain. As such, there can
not necessarily be a common WordNet hierarchy be assumed, as, e.g., car and peace do not share a meaningful
hierarchy. As such, a bottom-up approach would not easily
be applicable.
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4.1 Imageability estimation
For a large number of images, a large set of related images is assumed. Using a selection of low- and high-level
visual features is used to analyze the visual feature space
of this concept. The visual features used for the experiments are discussed in Sec. 4.2. For each image and visual
feature, a feature histogram is computed. Calculating the
visual similarity between all images of the same concept, a
similarity matrix is computed for each visual feature. The
core assumption is similar to relative visual variety: A set of
images for a high-imageability word would have somewhat
similar images (e.g., all cats look similar), while a set of
images for a low-imageability word is much more scattered
(e.g., the concept peace is hard to visually deﬁne). From the
obtained cross-similarity matrix, eigenvalues are computed.
These eigenvalues intrinsically contain the trend of how visually similar a dataset is as individually encoded by each
visual feature. The eigenvalues are used to train a regression
model to predict the imageability of words. The proposed
algorithm is outlined in Fig. 8.
4.2 Visual feature selection
In order to analyze each concept from multiple angles, a
selection of features was chosen which look at visual characteristics from various viewpoints. Six visual features were
chosen, which can logically be split into low-level and highlevel features.
4.2.1 Low-level features
For lower-level features, the proposed method looks at
traditional features used for CV pattern recognition.
First, the color distribution in the form of RGB color histograms was chosen to describe the overall mood of the images. In the context of imageability, this could also encode
the atmosphere of an image, depending on e.g., colder or
warmer colors. It also encodes information of visual adjectives like yellow or bright.
Second, global gradient descriptors in the form of GIST
was chosen in order to describe global pattern distributions.
Such features are commonly used for Web-retrieval engines.
Third, a local gradient descriptor in the form of Bag-ofVisual-Words (BoVW) [12] on SURF descriptorss [2] was
chosen as a complementary feature. This type of feature
is commonly used in traditional object detection, as it can
decode which kind of patterns an object or scenes typically
consist of.
4.2.2 High-level features
For high-level features, the proposed method uses pretrained models, usually using deep learning, which approach
image detection from a more human point of view. As such,
rather than detecting raw edges, they are trained to encode
human-annotated labels.
First, the theme of an image feature was chosen to encode
the category of an image. This pre-trained model, rather
than ﬁnding actual objects in an image, classiﬁes an image
into a category like indoor, landscape, or architecture. The
setting of an image plays a large role in the similarity of
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(1) Dataset preparation

Input: word x

Reilly’s
dataset [53]

(2) Feature extraction
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Images

Visual
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for each word

n images for word x

Images for visual
feature extraction
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I(cat) ∈ [1.00, 7.00]

Visual feature extraction
(m features)

(3) Training and prediction

Cortese’s
dataset [11]

Feature histogram
(n x m histograms)

Fig. 9: Datasets used for this research. As imageability
ground-truth annotations, two corpora from Psycholinguistics research are combined. The YFCC100M dataset is
crawled for images and their text-annotations to obtain images for each concept.

Cross comparison within image set
(once for each feature m)

Similarity matrix of
size n x n

Set of top eigenvalues
(m sets, for each visual feature)

Regression of image‐
abilit

Regressor

Prediction of output score

Output

I(cat) ∈ [1.0, 7.0]

Fig. 8: Flowchart of the proposed method for absolute visual variety estimation. Using a large number of images for
a concept, the visual feature space is analyzed using a variety of low- and high-level visual features. Cross-similarity of
all images is encoded in a similarity matrix, whose eigenvalues give indication of the general trend of visual similarity
across the dataset. The features obtained are used to train
a regression model with an existing imageability dictionary
as ground-truth.
images, as it is largely an encoding of backgrounds, which
are often the largest part of each image in terms of surface area. Concretely, a pre-annotated annotation part of
the YFCC100M dataset [66] consisting of 1,570 classes was
employed.
Second, the contents of an image feature was chosen to
further describe an image based on what it contains. Here,
the object detection model YOLO [52] is used to detect all
objects in each image. From this, a distribution histogram
is computed which is used as a feature.
Third, the composition of image feature was chosen to en-
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code where objects appear in images of a certain concept.
Here, again, the object detection model YOLO is used, but
rather than creating a distribution histogram, the spatial
coordinates of detected objects are mapped to a 10 × 10
grid. The resulting feature histograms describe the location
of objects found in each image, based on this grid.
4.3 Dataset construction
In this research, two types of datasets are employed. The
ﬁrst is a dictionary with (English language) words and their
imageability annotations, which provides the ground truth
for both the training process and the evaluation. The second is a large number of images for each word, which will be
used for visual feature extraction. The relationship between
both types of datasets is illustrated in Fig. 9.
4.3.1 Imageability dictionary
There are a number of imageability dictionaries across various languages, including English [11][53], Indonesian [59],
and Cantonese [72]. As described before, imageability dictionaries try to quantify the human perception of words,
usually averaging the results over all test subjects. Lowimageability words would be things where one can not, or
only hardly, grasp a mental image to describe it. These are
usually rather abstract concepts, like peace or the word abstract itself. High-imageability words, on the other hand,
are something rather concrete, usually easier to visually
grasp, like dog or the color red.
Due to their nature, such dictionaries are commonly created by hand. Using crowd-sourcing or surveys, a set of
words is judged by each test subject. Due to the amount of
labor involved in this process, most dictionaries are rather
small.
For this research, English imageability dictionaries by
Reilly et al. [53] and Cortese et al. [11] in combination are
used as a ground-truth for imageability. These datasets provide the results as a Likert scale score averaged over all test
subjects, in the range of [1.0, 7.0]. While the former is only
composed of nouns, the latter includes other parts-of-speech.
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In the case of overlap, the average of both dictionaries is
taken.
While Likert scales are very common in Psychology, Computer Science is used to either percentual results or a normalized scale of [0.0, 1.0]. Therefore, for pure understandability of the evaluation results, the interval of [1.00, 7.00]
is normalized to [0, 100] here.
4.3.2 Imagesets
Using the imageability dictionary as a basis, a large
number of images for each word with imageability annotation are crawled from Social Media. For this report, the
YFCC100M [66] dataset is employed. YFCC100M is based
on the US photography social media platform Flickr *5 . The
noisy Web-based origin ensures a composition that comes
close to how a human perceives the concept. The dataset
consists of 100 million images posted to Flickr up to 2014,
each annotated with some text-based annotations like a title, a description, user taggings, and more. The text-based
annotations are used to identify the relationship between
images and words.
If a word from the imageability dictionary is contained in
one of the text-based annotations (title, description, or usertagging) of an image, it is considered to be related to this
word. For example, if the title of an image is “This is my
peaceful cat”, the image would become part of the data for
the concepts peaceful and cat. An equal number of images is
crawled for every word, which makes sure that the similarity
matrices of all concepts are comparable. A high number of
images is preferable to average out noise and selection bias.
As a trade-oﬀ between crawling time, processing time, and
accuracy, 5,000 images were obtained for each word.

Table 3: Qualitative analysis for diﬀerent sets of visual features. Each set uses a diﬀerent selection of visual features
for the estimation. Comparative method 1 tries the proposed method of relative visual variety discussed in Sec. 3
for absolute estimation. Comparative method 2 uses text
data mining instead of image data mining.

4.4 Experiments
For the evaluation of the proposed method, a dataset consisting of 5,000 images for 582 words with imageability annotations was constructred. The proposed method uses a combination of all six visual features described above. For comparison, the single features were tested separately. Furthermore, the text-based data-mining method by Ljubesic [37]
was used as a comparative method, along with our relative
visual variety method described in the previous section.
Table 3 shows the qualitative results. As shown, the results for text data-mining and image data-mining can yield
comparable results. While the text data-mining has a better correlation, the image data-mining gets slightly better
results for the mean absolute error (MAE). Looking at the
single visual features, we can see that they can each complement one another, resulting in the best results when combining all of them.
When digging further, one can look at which set of features works better for low-imageability words vs. highimageability ones. High-level features were trained on neural
networks for object detection and could thus excel in estimating the imageability of more concrete words, as these

images commonly contain actual detectable objects. In contrast, low-level features capture the overall atmosphere of
a concept better, thus they have the potential of yielding
better results for abstract concepts like peace or art, where
there are not necessarily shared objects across multiple images. Table 4 shows an analysis of this idea. As assumed,
high-level features excel for high-imageability words, while
low-level features yield better results for low-imageability
words.
Figure 10 shows the testing dataset visualized as a scatter plot. We can see that the proposed method has an
advantage for low-imageability words, while the text-based
method ﬁts the ground-truth better for high-imageability
ones. Table 5 shows some predicted examples and their corresponding ground-truths. They are calculated back to the
interval of [1.0, 7.0] in order to better compare them to the
ground-truth values. Lastly, Fig. 11 shows some results with
example images in order to present a feeling on how the
dataset relates to the predicted values.

*5

https://www.flickr.com/
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Feature
L1: Color histogram
L2: SURF + BoVW
L3: GIST
H1: Image theme
H2: Image content
H3: Image composition
L* (Low only)
H* (High only)
All (Prop.)
Comp. 1 (Relative visual variety)
Comp. 2 (Text data mining [37])

Correlation
(1 : best)
0.53
0.54
0.42
0.62
0.43
0.25
0.60
0.61
0.63
−0.01
0.70

MAE
(0 : best)
11.30
11.48
12.05
10.19
12.55
13.98
11.03
10.18
10.14
67.31
10.39

Table 4: Feature comparison for abstract words vs. concrete
words. For this evaluation, the testing dataset has been split
half at the median value. For MAE, the lower is the better,
while for the correlation, 1 is the best.
Features

Low

High

Multiple
Other

Low-imag.
L1 (Color)
L2 (SURF)
L3 (GIST)
H1 (Theme)
H2 (Content)
H3 (Comp.)
L* (Low)
H* (High)
All (Prop.)
Text [37]

Corr.
0.32
0.36
0.20
0.26
0.11
−0.01
0.32
0.27
0.26
0.40

MAE
11.36
11.26
12.18
11.37
12.41
13.99
10.90
11.31
10.79
13.27

High-imag.
Corr.
0.00
0.18
0.20
0.19
0.10
−0.05
0.16
0.10
0.17
0.18

MAE
11.25
11.71
12.82
9.32
12.69
13.87
11.37
9.10
10.11
7.51

4.5 Summary
In this research, a method using image-based data mining with a variety of low-level and high-level visual features
to estimate imageability scores for words was proposed. In
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Fig. 10: Scatter plot of the results. The proposed method
can more accurately estimate values for low-imageability
concepts, while the comparative method using text data
mining has a higher accuracy for high-imageability concepts.

Table 5: Imageability prediction results of the proposed
method. The printed values are calculated back to the interval of [1.0, 7.0] in order to make them comparable to the
Lickert scale of existing imageability dictionaries.
Imageability

High

Low

Outliers

Word
breakfast
leaf
plant
coast
pool
early
random
challenge
need
break
fauna
review
silver
email
plastic

Predicted
5.91
6.13
6.12
6.07
5.70
3.90
4.05
4.38
3.77
4.59
5.77
3.19
4.39
4.87
5.07

Ground-truth
6.28
6.07
6.05
5.88
5.77
3.91
3.70
3.96
3.26
3.97
2.70
4.93
6.20
6.30
6.40

previous related research, similar dictionaries have been created by hand through user studies or crowd-sourcing. This
labor-intensive process results in a limited number of data
samples compared to the full word corpora of languages. Using the proposed method, such an absolute metric can be estimated using data mining. The evaluations show an MAE
of 10.14 (approximately 0.71 scores on the Lickert scale)
and a correlation of 0.63 for the best feature combination.
This shows that the results correlate to the ground-truth
Lickert scale, especially as the error is less than one level
on the Lickert scale. This performance could be considered enough for many applications, as the general trend of
high-imageability versus low-imageability is suﬃcently captured. Furthermore, the evaluations give us an insight on
which features excel for which type of words. In a general trend, the low-level features worked better for abstract
words, while the high-level features worked better for concrete words. This is due to concrete terms often being related to objects, while abstract terms can only be estimated
by encoding the general visual trends of atmosphere, gradi-
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Predicted score 438 (GT: 3.96)
Dataset for need

Predicted score 3.77 (GT: 3.26)

Fig. 11: Example of image datasets and their predicted imageability scores. Scores are in an interval of [1.0, 7.0]
to compare them to the Likert scale of the ground-truth
dataset.

ents, and dataset noise. The proposed method is intended
to be used to expand the vocabulary in imageability dictionaries. There are also opportunities to integrate them into
multimodal applications like sentiment analyses. Another
possible application that comes to mind is the quality assessment of auto-generated image captioning results. There,
results could be assessed diﬀerently, depending on whether
they are used for complementary information, accessibility
purposes, or other use-cases.

5.

Discussion

In this section, the doctoral research as a whole is discussed. First, there are some words on the core assumption
discussed in the motivational introduction, and how the experimental results of the proposed methods can prove it, and
which remaining problems exist with the core assumption.
Second, the diﬀerent applications for relative measurements
vs. absolute measurements are discussed. Third, the advantages and disadvantages of the data-driven and algorithmdriven methods are outlined. Lastly, there are some comments on the reproducibility of the proposed research.
5.1 Core assumptions
During the motivation of this research, it was assumed
that the average mental image regarding words across society would be reﬂected in the images available through
the Web and Social Media. Following this idea, the proposed research applied data mining on visual characteristics
of Web images to estimate visual variety and imageability.
The results show that this assumption holds true for the
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chosen datasets; for both absolute and relative measurements, the experiments showed promising results, closely
resembling the expectations available through ground-truth
annotations made by humans.
One thing that the contributed methods could not consider is personalized scores. This is due to the core assumption discussed before focusing on the average mental image
across society. For the relative measurements, a personalized score could be targeted by modifying the popularity
metric towards personalized popularity. For the absolute
measurements, the idea of personalization, unfortunately,
goes somewhat against the general concept of imageability
being an average of multiple asked people.
Another thing worth mentioning is the role of dataset bias.
Noise is an issue this research is only secondarily concerned
with. Mainly, the core assumption intrinsically assumes
noise for more abstract concepts. Crawling for peace will
naturally result in much more noisy images than crawling
for cat. However, both methods, looking at similarity within
the dataset, already adjust for that, as a high noise ratio will
commonly be assumed to be something vague and thus having a high variety. A Web-bias, on the other hand, is something both methods might struggle with. Terms that are
often used in marketing might be over-represented in Web
searches compared to their expectations in daily life. For
example, the word sports car resulted in overly high popularity across all metrics, which might be due to Web-related
bias. Another interesting outlier was the word canon, which
is overly represented in queries on photography websites.
This is due to the proper noun Canon (as in the camera
brand) rather than any other meaning of the word.
5.2

Relative measurement vs. absolute measurement
In this report, two methods to approach mental image
quantiﬁcation for absolute and relative comparison were discussed. While both methods measure diﬀerent targets, neither can be considered better. Following, the usefulness of
the results would depend on the application.
The method for relative visual variety has been tested
for a group of concepts related to vehicles. Similarly, it
is expected to work as well for a narrow domain like animals, plants, and so on. For applications like image tagging, such granular semantic diﬀerences could prove beneﬁcial for word-selection tasks. While an image of a car
could be tagged with vehicle, car, sports car, or Car-brand
Model-XXXX, depending on the application, some might be
too verbose while others might be too vague. In such a task,
a direct comparison of the semantics of candidates might be
useful, where the method for relative visual variety can ﬁnd
minute diﬀerences between close candidates.
In contrast, the approach for absolute measurements looks
at the big picture. While car and sports car might even yield
almost the same level on the Likert scale, it would be useful in estimating the general trend of a word. For example,
when estimating text diﬃculty, understandability or visual-
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ness of a caption, it would be interesting to ﬁnd the overall
trend (e.g., are the words used too vague or too concrete).
Lastly, one could combine both approaches: First using
the absolute measurement to ﬁnd the general trend, and
then use the relative measurement to decide between similar candidates for the same level.
5.3 Data-driven vs. algorithm-driven approaches
For each proposed method, diﬀerent approaches were applied to solve the sub-problem: The former uses a datadriven method, while the latter uses an algorithm-driven
approach.
For relative measurements, the assumption was that the
ratio of such sub-concepts relates to how humans create a
mental image of the parent concept, as a sub-concept daily
seen in daily life (e.g., car ) may have a stronger inﬂuence
than a concept rarely seen (e.g., jet). Following, a reconﬁguration of the datasets to decrease bias seemed natural and
also led to promising results. However, it comes with some
downsides: First, the number of images available for some
concepts often heavily bottleneck other ones when it comes
to the reconﬁguration. Second, as the approach is tied to
WordNet [40] and ImageNet [14], it only works for nouns
which are available in both datasets. Third, using a proprietary API for both the image crawling and obtaining the
Web-based popularity measurement results in unnecessary
cost, but also issues due to the black-boxed nature of those
proprietary APIs.
In contrast, for absolute measurements, an algorithmdriven approach was chosen. Due to training and testing
data being available through imageability dictionaries, one
could train a model on existing image data. One problem found through this is the clutteredness of the original
data. With the ground-truth Likert scale being an average
of all test subjects asked, most concrete words between levels 5 and 7 are simply clustered together with no obvious
or meaningful up-down relationship. This makes training a
good correlation very diﬃcult as most granular diﬀerences
are even incomprehensible for the human. Here, the hierarchical data-driven approach had its advantages, as the
composite nature would force a clear ranking of granularly
diﬀerent concepts.
5.4 Reproducibility of published work
In recent years, the reproducibility of academic results has
become more and more focused on in the research community.
For the relative measurements, while the actual implementation of the data-driven method would be trivial, the
interesting thing is the used and created dataset. However,
due to copyright reasons, crawled images can not be republished easily. One source of concern is the black-boxed nature of the APIs for dataset retrieval. It is also questionable
whether redoing the experiments would yield the exact same
results, as every crawling might yield a slightly diﬀerent set
of images due to updated indices in the APIs used for dataset
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retrieval. The same is true for the popularity metrics. A potential advantage of the method, on the other hand, could be
that it naturally adjusts to changes over time, as recrawling
the data also updates it regarding to how popularity might
have changed over time.
For the absolute measurements, the source code, as well as
pre-trained models, have been made available on GitHub *6 .
Additionally, students in the lab have been using this framework for their own research, yielding similar results using the
same as well as separately crawled datasets.
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